Reliability analysis of compaction characteristics of tropical black clay admixed with lime and iron ore-silica based dominant tailing
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Abstract
Reliability estimates of compaction characteristics of lime-iron ore tailings (IOT) modified tropical black clay (i.e black cotton soil, BCS) for use as road construction material was carried out. A model was generated from measured laboratory test results, and then used in a FORTRAN-based first-order reliability program (FORM) to generate reliability indices (RI). Samples tested in the laboratory were subjected to index tests and British standard light (BSL) compaction test. In the midst of all the variables, specific gravity (Gs) recorded the greatest significant effect followed by sand content (Sa) and then Iron ore tailing (IOT) and Lime (Li) content on MDD. In the case of optimum moisture content (OMC), specific gravity (Gs), iron ore tailing content (IOT) and lime content (Li) has the most significant influence on OMC followed by sand content (Sa). Generally, RI values were less than 1.0 and thus fails to meet the conditions of Nordic Committee on Building Regulation (NKP) for serviceability limit state design. Stochastically, BSL compactive efforts recorded positive results but did not meet the requirement for modeling compaction characteristics of lime-IOT treated BCS as pavement sub-base material. Finally, higher compactive effort is recommended to model compaction characteristics of lime-IOT treated BCS in other to achieve more effective RI which can be prudently examined during field compaction.
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1. Introduction

The overall performance of a designed engineering infrastructure depends on the magnitude of induced load as well as the mechanical strength and stiffness. Köhler [1] reported that this performance is a function of the factor of safety or reliability of structural component against failure. In other words, failure due to collapse or deflection or any other mode that may result to consequential damages in cost, loss of lives and over bearing influence to the environment are of interest [1].

The design of any engineering structure should ultimately meet the safety requirement without compromising basic condition of functionality, aesthetics and cost or economy value [2]. When an engineering structure bears a load, the expected reaction is dependent on load magnitude, load type and the structural stiffness and strength. The response of an engineering structure to loading should be considered satisfactory relative to how well it meets safety requirement [3].

Recent researches in modern times have applied the technique of reliability estimation in evaluating diverse engineering functions [4-7]. The results recorded some innovative approach which has shown varieties of far reaching outcome [8]. Before the advent of optimization by reliability approach, inspection of structural members and subsequent approval for maintenance activities were exclusively centred on past engineering evaluations, experiences and judgement. Also, probability theory and functions in which random statistical variables such as coefficient of variations (COV), mean values and standard deviations were use has presented increasing success in a broad scope of engineering designs and applications [9].

It has been reported by Oriola and Moses [10] that expansive soils referred to as “black cotton soil (BCS)” in some world regions exhibit some form of undesired engineering characteristics. Most expansive soils have varying colours that could be either light to dark grey. BCS are found in tropical and temperate zones of the semi-arid regions where the rate of annual evaporation surpasses the rainfall [11, 12]. Black cotton soils cover an approximated land area of about 104 × 106 km2 in Northeastern Nigeria [13]. Montmorillonite clay mineral in BCS is responsible for the unprecedented rate of swell or shrink during wet and dry seasons, respectively [14].

The probabilistic based methods of measuring uncertainties in structural engineering [15-18], pavement design [19-
22] and geotechnical engineering [23-25], has been largely successful. The First Order Reliability Method (FORM) integrated in FORTRAN program was employed to measure the suitability of BCS-Li-IOT admixtures as sub-base structure in road construction. This research is centred on developing a procedure that could be useful in estimating the structural RI for the stabilization potential of Li-IOT-BCS blend as road sub-base materials. The objectives of the study are but not limited to evaluating the influence of admixtures (lime and iron ore tailing), particle sizes (gravel, sand and fine content), specific gravity as well as COV on RI for BCS using BSL compaction energy.

2. Theoretical background of reliability index

The factor of safety i.e., reliability or safety index, $\beta$ is an important parameter used in appraising the competence of engineering design. The safety index is a function of the ratio between the mean and standard deviation of the safety margin of the system expressed as:

$$\beta = \frac{\mu}{d}$$

(1)

where $\beta$ = the safety index or reliability index, $\mu$ = the mean value of the safety margin and $d$ = the standard deviation. Alternatively, it is expressed as the number of standard deviation $dx$ between the mean of the safety margin.

$$E(s) = \mu$$

(2)

Also, critical value expressed as $S = 0$

(3)

Also, the RI also expressed as $\beta$ is the inverse of the COV of the safety margin $(COV)_s$ [26], that is

$$\beta = \frac{1}{(COV)_s}$$

(4)

The principle of First Order Reliability Method (FORM) is based on the probabilistic and deterministic approaches of design which differ in principle as applied in different engineering uses. The deterministic optimization design approach is based on design which is constrained to the design limit with no room for uncertainties i.e. the likelihood of failure is completely eliminated [4, 7, 27]. Probabilistic design measure of a pavement or structure is concerned with the certainty or probability of assurance that is able to realize the post-construction functions associated or assigned to it [28]. These functions are unconnected with basic engineering properties characterised for the purpose which in the case of a sub-base pavement are compaction behaviour, index properties and ultimately the CBR [27, 29]. In order to study the effect of the variables on the system performance, a limit state equation (LSE) in relations to the design variable is mandatory [28]. This LSE is stated as performance function and is defined as:

$$G(t) = G(X_1X_2X_3X_n)$$

(5)

Where $X_i$ for $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$, denote the basic design variables. The system limit state is thus defined as

$$G(t) = 0$$

(6)

It has been reported by Duncan [30] that reliability computations require a process of assessing the joint effects of unlikelihood and also a way of differentiating between circumstances where indecision varies. Probabilistic concept of reliability analysis is suitable for evaluating the uncertainties that is involved in the choice of value for a soil variable in geotechnical analysis [30]. If the mean, variance, standard deviation etc associated with the distribution of a probability function for K are established, then the soil reliability can be evaluated from Eq. (7). The potential of Eq. (7) is possible only with the probability of survival as given in Eq. (8):

$$P_s = 1 - P_f$$

(7)

Where $P_s$= probability of survival and $P_f$ = probability of failure. The probability of failure (PF) can then be formulated as:

$$P_f = P(K_0 - K_p(Li, IOT, Sa, F and Gs) < 0)$$

(8)

where: $K$ and $K_p$ are expected compaction properties (MDD and OMC) and compaction properties (MDD and OMC) of untreated soil, respectively. The probability of failure depends absolutely on the Lime (Li), IOT (iron ore tailing), Sa (sand), and Fine (F) content and specific gravity, $(G_s)$. 

3. Materials and methods

The clay sample was sourced from Dandin Kowa which is 30 km from Gombe town in Gombe State, Nigeria. Iron ore-silica based tailing waste was procured from a mining site in Itakepe, Nigeria. Lime (Li) was sourced from an open market in Kaduna State. The composition of tailing and lime used had been reported in [33]. The database results used for this analysis were extracted from analysis of laboratory experiments of an unpublished work [31] on Li-IOT modification of BCS. The statistical properties of the compositional and compaction variables for the Li-IOT treated soil are given Table 1. A conceptual regression models (as shown in Eq. 9 and 10) were developed for predicting MDD and OMC. The Mini-tab R15 statistical software tool was used to establish the basic statistics for the various compositional variables/constraints. The potentials of Li-IOT combination on the compaction parameters (MDD and OMC) of BCS was assessed using first order reliability methods’ version 5.0 (FORM 5) written in FORTRAN language. The statistical properties of the various compositional variables (MDD and OMC), Li, IOT, Gr, Sa, F content and Gs as well as their probability distribution functions forms were conventionally proven and well established. The various statistical properties (mean, standard deviations and coefficient of variations) for Li-IOT mixtures were then integrated into a FORTRAN based program for a field based predictive model. Response to sensitivity study for each of the independent variables, their impact on compaction characteristics was accomplished by varying the assumed values of COV ranging from 10-100% in step of 10% to obtain reliability/safety indices or $\beta$-values. The $\beta$-values for the dependent (MDD and OMC) and independent (Li, IOT, Gr, Sa, F content and Gs) variables were evaluated.

$$MDD = 2.475 - 0.0105Li + 0.00831IOT - 0.0086Gr + 0.005a - 0.0046F + 5.415Gs$$

(9) $R^2 = 91.4$

$$OMC = 32.684 + 0.2498Li - 0.1722IOT - 0.146Gr + 0.005a - 0.0133F - 3.461Gs$$

(10) $R^2 = 89.8$
4. Results and discussions

4.1 Effect of lime and iron ore tailing on compaction characteristics

It is obvious that the results from the conceptual model revealed a robust connection between soil dependent variable (MDD) and the soil independent variables (Li, IOT, Gr, Sa, F content and Gs) with correlation coefficient $R=0.914$ (see Eq. 9). Multiple regression analysis revealed that the MDD was much more influenced by IOT content and Gs with higher values of positive coefficients. The indication from this study suggests that the higher positive coefficients could be ascribed to the higher Gs value of IOT (3.29) replacing the soil particles with lower Gs (2.47). This finding is in agreement with Sani et al., [6] which showed that Gs provide a valid parameter and was used jointly with other variables for developing a predictive model for MDD. The possible explanation to the negative coefficient of lime content in the regression model (see Eq. 9) may be linked to lower specific of lime (2.14) when related to that of the natural soil (2.47) thereafter causing a reduction in the MDD values. This implies that lime has little impact on the MDD and care need be taken to certify that an optimum blend is used in the course of field compaction of BCS- lime-IOT mixtures. Similarly, a strong relationship was expressed by the multiple regression model between soil OMC (dependent variable) and soil multiple independent variables (Li, IOT, Gr, Sa, F content and Gs), with correlation coefficient $R= 0.898$ (see Eq. 10). Results showed that the OMC was much more influenced by lime content and specific gravity with higher coefficients. This implies that lime has positive impact on the optimum moisture content and control of admixtures content should be adequately supervised to guarantee optimum blend of lime is used in the course of field compaction of BCS- lime-IOT mixtures.

4.2 Comparison between measured and predicted values of regression model

Results of laboratory estimates of MDD showed a strong relationship with its predicted estimates, and having coefficient of correlation $R=0.963$ (see Fig. 1). In the case of OMC, results showed a strong relationship between the measured OMC attained in the laboratory and the predicted results achieved with the model having correlation coefficient $R=0.950$ (see Fig. 2). Findings from the models suggest that the correlation coefficient values validate the combined effect of the various parameters (independent variables) in predicting MDD and OMC. This point toward the fact that specification during field compaction and control can easily be checked by a good measure of moisture that will yield an adequate dry density. This could simply be controlled using those variables in field application.

4.3 Reliability estimate on compaction characteristics

4.3.1 Effect of MDD and OMC on reliability index

The effect of MDD and OMC on RI as the COV is varied is shown in Fig. 3. MDD yielded a linear but declining trend as the COV increased in step of 10% from 10 to 100%. Consuently, as COV increased from 10 to 100%, RI reduced from -0.16 to -0.436. When MDD value of 15.47 kN/m$^3$ for the unmodified soil was used, the RI value reduced from -0.459 to -0.401. Comparatively, the Li-IOT modified soil recorded higher RI values than the unmodified (natural soil). These observations
indicate that there is a far reaching enhancement on the MDD of the soil mixed with lime-IOT blends. Basically, the significant alteration in RI is sign that compaction properties could have a far-reaching influence on the RI for a sub-base material of road pavement. For OMC, RI decreased linearly from -0.365 to -0.456. Similarly, when RI was computed with OMC value of 23% for the unmodified BCS, the value dropped linearly from -0.121 to -0.425. Comparatively, lower RI values (-0.365 to -0.456) were documented for the Li-IOT treated BCS soil than the natural BCS (-0.121 to -0.425). These observations indicate that there is no significant improvement on the OMC of the soil with increased in Li-IOT blends.

4.3.2 Effect of lime content on reliability index of compaction characteristics

Changes in RI for lime content of Li-IOT treated soil with COV is displayed in Fig. 4. The RI marginally increased from -0.723 to -0.722 and -0.693 to -0.634 for MDD and OMC, in that order. This show that lime content is a parameter which should be cautiously controlled in soil improvement using Li-IOT. When estimated with unmodified soil of MDD and OMC value of 15.47 kN/m³ and 23%, in that order; the RI ranged from -1.53 to -1.53 and -0.175 to -0.16 for MDD and OMC, in that order. It is evident that lime has no drastic effect on MDD since no reasonable variation in RI was observed for MDD of the untreated soil.

4.3.3 Effect of IOT content on reliability index of compaction characteristics

The change in RI for IOT content of Li-IOT treated soil with COV is (i.e 10-100%) is revealed in Fig. 5. The RI ranged from -0.723 to -0.722 and -0.763 to -0.587 for MDD and OMC in that order. This suggest that iron ore tailing content is a parameter which need to be prudently supervised all through field compaction for Li-IOT modified BCS. Also, a comparison of the two results (treated and untreated) for MDD reveals that a higher safety value for MDD of the treated soil (-0.723 to -0.723) is greater than the untreated soil (-1.53 to -1.52). This simply suggest that IOT has tremendous effect on the MDD safety values of Li-IOT-BCS (treated) materials for sub-base of road pavement in contrast to the MDD of the untreated (natural BCS). Also, high IOT content could well shoot up the specific gravity of the Li-IOT-BCS mixtures [32-33], which may have contributed to the increased reliability values of MDD of treated soil. This condition could also mean that adequate ground solidification would be achieved in the long run, typically after complete long term lime reaction within the entire matrix. Interestingly, the RI for OMC of treated soil (-0.763 to -0.587) is comparatively lower than the safety value of the natural soil (0.193 to -0.147). This might not be unconnected with the non-plastic attribute of IOT [32-33], which suggest that IOT could be independent of moisture content in Li-IOT-BCS matrix.

4.3.4 Effect of gravel content on reliability index of compaction characteristics

As the COV rise from 10 to 100%, the RI of MDD and OMC was slightly varied due to the effect gravel content (see Fig. 6). It can be noticed that gravel content has little or no effect on MDD and OMC as their safety value remained constant even as the COV increased from 10-100%. A steady safety values of -0.723 and -0.661 were estimated for MDD and OMC respectively. Also, the computed RI values of unmodified soil remain almost constant between -1.53 and -0.167 for MDD (15.47 kN/m³) and OMC (23%) value, respectively. While RI remained almost constant for both treated and untreated soil, a comparison of the two results (treated and untreated) reveals that a higher safety value for MDD of the treated soil (-0.723) is greater than the untreated soil (-1.53). This simply suggests that gravel content has tremendous effect on the MDD safety values of Li-IOT-BCS materials for sub-base of road pavement. Also, Higher MDD and as well its safety value indicates adequate ground solidification. Regardless of the reliability values, it could be said that the effect of gravel content was visible because of the considerable effect on regulating the quantity of admixtures. Interestingly, the RI for OMC of treated soil (-0.661) is relatively lower than the safety value of the natural soil (-0.167). This suggests that gravel content do not have much effect on OMC of Li-IOT stabilized BCS.
4.3.5 Effect of sand content on reliability index of compaction characteristics

Sand content produced a slightly varied RI value for MDD and OMC with COV in the range 10 to100% (see Fig. 7). As COV rise from 10 to100%, RI value also increased from -0.723 to -0.699 and -0.661 to -0.643 for MDD and OMC in that order. The safety values of untreated soil ranged from -1.53 to -1.48 and -0.167 to -0.162 when reliability was estimated with natural MDD (15.47 kN/m$^3$) and OMC (23%), respectively. Comparing the two results (treated and untreated), it can be seen that the safety value for MDD of the treated soil (-0.723 to -0.699) is greater than unmodified soil (-1.53 to -1.48). This simply suggest that sand content has huge effect on the treated soil and could enhance the MDD as well as its safety values in assessing the potential of Li-IOT-BCS in sub-base structure of road pavement. In contrast, the safety index for OMC of treated soil (-0.661 to -0.643) is relatively lower than the safety value of the natural soil (-0.167 to -0.162). This results which shows a need to be explicit about the reliability of treated and untreated BCS, indicate that sand content do not have effect on OMC of Li-IOT stabilized BCS.

4.3.6 Effect of fine content on reliability index of compaction characteristics

From Fig. 8, it can be noticed that fine content has little or no effect on MDD and OMC as their value remained almost constant when the COV increased up to 100%. In the case of treated soil, a continual safety index of -0.723 and -0.661 was established for MDD and OMC, in that order. When estimated with MDD and OMC value of 15.47 kN/m$^3$ and 23% respectively for the unmodified soil, safety values ranged from -0.403 to -0.0411 and -0.134 to -0.0221 for MDD and OMC, respectively. Based on this analysis, it is also worth noting that safety value of MDD for treated BCS is significantly higher than the untreated soil. This simply implies that specific gravity has major effect on the MDD safety values of Li-IOT-BCS materials for construction of sub-base of road pavement. Also, higher specific gravity could translate to higher MDD as reported by [34-38]. In contrast, the RI for OMC of treated soil is relatively lower than the safety value of the natural soil. This suggests that specific gravity do not have effect on OMC of Li-IOT stabilized BCS.

4.3.7 Effect of specific gravity on reliability index of compaction characteristics

Specific gravity impact on RI as the COV increased up to 100% is presented (see Fig. 9). The RI values due to the influence of specific gravity produced a semi-linear relationship with COV stretching from 10 to 100%. From the graph below, it varied significantly. It shows that, as COV rise from 10 to 100%, reliability values correspondingly increased from -0.19 to -0.0194 and -0.534 to -0.0881 for MDD and OMC, in that order. When estimated with MDD and OMC value of 15.47 kN/m$^3$ and 23% respectively for the unmodified soil, safety values ranged from -0.403 to -0.0411 and -0.134 to -0.0221 for MDD and OMC, respectively. Based on this analysis, it is also worth noting that safety value of MDD for treated BCS is significantly higher than the untreated soil. This simply implies that specific gravity has major effect on the MDD safety values of Li-IOT-BCS materials for construction of sub-base of road pavement. Also, higher specific gravity could translate to higher MDD as reported by [34-38]. In contrast, the RI for OMC of treated soil is relatively lower than the safety value of the natural soil. This suggests that specific gravity do not have effect on OMC of Li-IOT stabilized BCS.

4.4 Comparison of the reliability indices of the soil compositional factors

A comparison of the reliability index (safety index or β value) for maximum dry density (MDD) showed some gradation of disparity in β - value of the variables (compositional factors) considered (Fig. 10). From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the greatest
\( \beta \) - value of all the compositional factors is specific gravity (Gs) which in other words generated the highest considerable influence in contrast with sand content (Sa) followed by Iron ore tailing (IOT) and Lime (Li) content. The gravel content (Gr) and percentage fines have insignificant outcome by way of their values remaining almost unchanged at all values of 10 – 100% COV input. The order of response to sensitivity analysis which can also be used to measure the influence of each of the compositional variable as they affect MDD can be represented as; Gs > Sa > IOT > Li > Gr > F. With recourse to Fig. 11 showing the case of OMC, it can be well appreciated that the maximum range of \( \beta \) - value of all the compositional properties is specific gravity (Gs) which in other words brings about the most considerable influence on OMC in contrast with IOT followed by lime (Li) and then sand (Sa). The gravel content (Gr) and percentage fines have insignificant outcome by way of their values continuing unchanged at all values of 10 – 100% COV input. The order of response to sensitivity analysis that measured the influence of each of the compositional variable as they affect OMC can best be represented as; Gs > IOT > Li > Sa > Gr > F. From the results of reliability index, it could be observed that IOT and lime content has effect on both the MDD and OMC which is also a function of the molding water content available for compaction. This could depict sensitivity of compaction characteristics to the amount of IOT and lime content of the soil. The mechanism of reaction aided by the chemical compositions of materials (BCS, lime and IOT) could also be responsible for the varying changes observed from the laboratory result thereby having effect on the sensitivity analysis. These reasons explain why; exercising caution should also be responsible for the varying changes observed from the laboratory result thereby having effect on the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure. Therefore, it can be understood that the satisfactory use of Li-IOT treated BCS soil to achieve good sub-base structural materials in pavement structure.

4.5 Statistical significance of reliability indices

The measure of statistical significance of RI on compaction parameters validate the reliability analysis that allow the study to come out with concrete decision. The decision making depends on the p-value (alpha) established. If the observed p-value is such that it is less than alpha, the outcome can be seen as statistically significant. Statistical examination of all the results acquired at 95% significant level by using the statistical F-distribution test recorded from the ANOVA test indicate that all variables have significant effect on MDD and OMC (statistical significance) (see Table 2). Therefore, all the variables should be carefully monitored as they bid direct effect on the compaction parameters (MDD and OMC).

### Table 2 ANOVA of reliability index values for compaction characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Com- paction property</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>F-value calculated</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>F-value critical</th>
<th>SS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.350</td>
<td>1.79E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.416</td>
<td>1.77E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.873</td>
<td>1.63E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.808</td>
<td>1.65E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>IOT</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.873</td>
<td>1.63E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.829</td>
<td>1.65E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.873</td>
<td>1.63E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.798</td>
<td>1.65E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.862</td>
<td>1.64E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.790</td>
<td>1.66E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.873</td>
<td>1.63E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.798</td>
<td>1.65E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>Gs</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.067</td>
<td>1.88E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.254</td>
<td>1.82E-05</td>
<td>4.414</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SS = statistically significant at 5%

4.6 Stochastic model evaluation on compaction characteristics

The evaluation of safety index was compared with the specified lowest safety index (1.0) for serviceability limit state design (Table 3). With variation in COV, it can be seen from Table 3 that the beta values for all variables were less than 1.0 which of course fall shot the lowest safety index required for serviceability limit state design [39, 40].

### Table 3 Model estimation of acceptable reliability indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Beta Value</th>
<th>Acceptable Range of COV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>-0.436 to -0.16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>-0.456 to -0.365</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>-0.723 to -0.722</td>
<td>-0.693 to -0.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOT</td>
<td>-0.725 to -0.727</td>
<td>-0.763 to -0.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>-0.723 to -0.723</td>
<td>-0.661 to -0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>-0.723 to -0.699</td>
<td>-0.661 to -0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-0.723 to -0.723</td>
<td>-0.661 to -0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gs</td>
<td>-0.19 to -0.0194</td>
<td>-0.534 to -0.0881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SS = statistically significant at 5%
5. Conclusions

A predictive model was established from laboratory results derived from British standard light (BSL) compaction and other associated soil variables (IOT, lime, Gs, Gr, Sa, F). Estimates of compaction characteristics of compacted Li-IOT treated BCS as structural sub-base formation for road pavement was implemented by integrating a predictive model into a FORTRAN-based first-order reliability program so as to estimate RI values for all the compositional variables. Specific gravity (Gs) show the most significant influence among all the compositional parameters followed by sand content(Sa) and then Iron ore tailing (IOT) and Lime(Li) content on MDD. In the case of OMC, specific gravity (Gs), iron ore tailing content (IOT), lime content (Li) and Sand content (Sa) compositional variables show high significant influence consecutively, on OMC. Although the beta values for all compositional values show significant influence on MDD and OMC, however, the safety index produced fall short of 1.0 as stated by the NKP for serviceability limit state design. From the results of reliability analysis, it could be observed that IOT and lime content has effect on both the MDD and OMC which could be related to the reaction mechanism initiated by the molding water content of compaction. This possibly could describe the variation of compaction characteristics due to the amount of IOT and lime content in the soil. It is thus important that caution on control of these variables is relevant in the course of field compaction specification and regulation in order to achieve a long lasting pavement. Finally, higher compactive efforts is suggested to model compaction characteristics of Li-IOT treated black cotton soil to achieve robust safety index.
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